Pioneer Creek Farm
Clean Up Service – Barn/Grounds
$350
What we will do:
1) During your ceremony, we will do a quick tidy of the bride’s room (remove obvious trash). We
will not touch your personal items, however.
2) While taking down the seating at your ceremony site is included in the venue rental price, for
this additional price, we will take down your décor at your ceremony site and pack it into the
containers you provide for that. Then, we will put the décor in the barn, bride’s room or a
vehicle of your choice.
3) At dusk we will help gather your outdoor décor/games – so it isn’t dark when this occurs, and
to make loading these items into vehicles easier at the end of the night.
4) At 10:30pm we ask you to bring your vehicle to the barn for loading décor/alcohol.
5) At 10:30pm we will begin to quietly pack your table decorations into the containers you
provide. Most people who haven’t left are either dancing or congregated around just a few
tables at this time, so few notice our activity.
6) When the bar closes, we will remove the alcohol (if you brought it) and put it into the vehicle of
your choice. If there are taps, we ask you to stop the taps at that time.
7) At 11:00pm, when your event ends, we will begin to clear the garbage from the tables and
remove the linens, a well as clear the deck of décor and garbage.
8) After 11:00pm, we will remove any baskets in the bathrooms and bring to red barn for loading.
9) The last item we bring to you to load is any food being stored in our refrigerator/freezer.
Note:
We highly recommend a covered trailer for transporting your items – rather than loading into
multiple vehicles. Lesson learned from experience!
We will not load the decorations into your vehicle by ourselves, but we will assist you with
loading decorations into your vehicle. This is to make sure you know we haven’t damaged
items as they were packed. We do not assume responsibility for items damaged in transport.
We will not clear the bride’s room of your personal belongings and garbage at the end of the
night. This is something you will need to do before midnight. We will provide a large trash
receptacle.
If outdoor clean-up is excessive (ie. excessive cigarette butts, excessive litter on the grounds,
vomit, pee, etc.), this is not included in this $350 fee. This would be deducted from your
damage deposit. Some of these items are not visible until daylight.
We will pack leftover food into your containers for you to take home if it looks edible. If not, we
will dispose of it.
We will dispose of live floral table décor unless pre-advised otherwise.

